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Introduction
“DON’T HAVE A F****** TWITTER… WHY WOULD I USE TWITTER??? I ONLY
BLOG 5 PERCENT OF WHAT I’M UP TO IN THE FIRST PLACE. I’M ACTUALLY
SLOW DELIVERING CONTENT BECAUSE I’M TOO BUSY ACTUALLY BUSY BEING
CREATIVE MOST OF THE TIME AND IF I’M NOT AND I’M JUST LAYING ON A
BEACH I WOULDN’T TELL THE WORLD. EVERYTHING THAT TWITTER OFFERS I
NEED LESS OF. THE PEOPLE AT TWITTER KNOW I DON’T HAVE A F******
TWITTER SO FOR THEM TO ALLOW SOMEONE TO POSE AS ME AND
ACCUMULATE OVER A MILLION NAMES IS IRRESPONSIBLE AND DECEITFUL TO
THERE FAITHFUL USERS. REPEAT… THE HEADS OF TWITTER KNEW I DIDN’T
HAVE A TWITTER AND THEY HAVE TO KNOW WHICH ACCOUNTS HAVE HIGH
ACTIVITY ON THEM. IT’S A F****** FARCE AND IT MAKES ME QUESTION WHAT
OTHER SO CALLED CELEBRITY TWITTERS ARE ACTUALLY REAL OR FAKE. HEY
TWITTER, TAKE THE SO CALLED KANYE WEST TWITTER DOWN NOW …. WHY?
… BECAUSE MY CAPS LOCK KEY IS LOUD!!!!!!!!!”
From the May 13th, 2009 Sunday Times Online Arts & Entertainment Blog, quoting
West’s KanyeUniversecity blog (Schmidt, 2009).

Screengrab 1

Kanye West‟s attitude towards Twitter changed as drastically as his style from
2008‟s 808s and Heartbreak to 2010‟s My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy. He is a
controversial public figure with an over-the-top personality as much as he is a rapper and
producer. It is this persona, performed via his eventual adoption of Twitter, not his body
of work, which is my subject of study.
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Twitter has become a social networking medium that, in a sense, knows no
boundaries. It has the power to create virtual connections and interactions when tangible,
real-life ones are unrealistic or impossible. Though it has many uses, it is largely a public
platform for expression, 140 characters at a time. Used by individuals and organizations
alike for countless reasons, it creates the potential for any person to connect to or interact
with otherwise untouchable public figures. Even within the Twitter platform, celebrities‟
or organizations‟ Twitter accounts can be vetted by Twitter administration and become
Verified Accounts, noted by a blue checkmark on their Twitter feed profile, letting the
unverified general Twitter users know that the celebrity account they follow or engage
with (reply, Retweet, mention, or list) is the person who they say they are (or that
person‟s assistant, in some cases). Any user‟s Twitter timeline, along with these features
unique to the site, becomes a text. To say something on Twitter is to say it before an
incalculable and untraceable number of users, and as is sometimes the case with celebrity
tweeters, consumers of mainstream media. Therefore, to say something on Twitter does
not just make a statement; saying something does something, as tweets can be interpreted
in countless ways and shared by all who see them. The idea that to say something is to
do something is the basic concept of J.L. Austin‟s (1975) performative utterances. Any
tweet that has followers is no longer a statement. It has a presence in the context of its
author‟s timeline that is (or is part of) their curated, digital extension of self. In this
sense, any Twitter account, a combination of content and interactive features, is a
performative text. Kanye West‟s account serves as a text that showcases the
performative qualities of Twitter.
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Screengrab 2
“Curate your life” is something Kanye West tweets relatively early in his days of prolific
tweeting. This is exactly what he has accomplished through Twitter; he has
microblogged in real time his thoughts, feelings, actions, and tastes via an unedited
outlet, presenting a digital extension of himself to the public for them to consume and
share. The timing of Kanye West‟s adoption of the medium, combined with the way he
uses it and performs his public persona, makes his account a prime example of Twitter‟s
capabilities as a performative text.
What makes West‟s Twitter account unique is the context and timing of his
adoption of the medium. In the year leading up to his first tweet, he had practically gone
into hiding to work on his then-forthcoming album after notoriously interrupting Taylor
Swift‟s acceptance speech at the MTV Video Music Awards in September of 2009. He
received great public criticism and backlash, even after making public apologies.
Afterward, he practically went into exile for months, which was unusual behavior for a
recording artist with such a simultaneously popular and polarizing celebrity status. Part
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of his persona both as a celebrity and a recording artist is his larger-than-life sense of self
and ego. He is the kind of celebrity who seems to live a paradox: as a person, he is
completely inaccessible to the average person, yet his celebrity and work is relatively
accessible via paparazzi shots, coverage of events, and his music. This is part of his
artistry and brand, so his absence from the public eye only seemed to increase the buzz
surrounding his future work. West‟s adoption of Twitter enabled him to somewhat
dissolve the line between the person and the celebrity.
West‟s role in the public eye, or, out of the public eye in his case, made the fact
that he even joined Twitter and started tweeting its own news event. It was as though he
had dropped a public relations bomb. Twitter was an additional medium through which
he could rebuild his public persona that had fallen under much criticism in the previous
year. His activity spans from July 28, 2010 to July 4, 20111, and has tweeted 1,403
times, which is prolific for a public figure in a period of time under a year. Though not
everyone may have an interest in West‟s image control, his album, or marble conference
tables, a close read of West‟s account will show how he utilizes Twitter‟s performative
capabilities that show how it can be functional as an effective public relations tool. He
also performs his digital persona to an audience of followers, illustrating the celebrity
culture that Twitter creates from the difference in value between Verified and nonverified users. Though the point of Twitter is to share short, microblogged thoughts,
West, like many others, uses it as an outlet to share more thoughts that are longer than
140 characters for occasions when something slightly heavier weighs on his mind.
Finally, the digital West that is curated through tweets becomes a source of entertainment
and parody that can reach beyond Twitter‟s own digital culture.
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West’s Adoption of Twitter as a Public Relations Tool

Twitter, as a social networking site, creates its own community and along with it a
unique vocabulary, like trending topics2 and hashtags3. To tweet is to primarily engage
with the Twitter community, though any public content on Twitter can be consumed
beyond the domain of Twitter users. Muntean and Petersen (2009) attribute the use of
celebrity Twitter accounts as a primary source for mainstream news outlets and lowbrow
gossip websites alike to the demand for instant gratification that increased reliance on the
internet creates:
With older forms of media increasingly reorganising themselves according to the
aesthetics and logic of new media forms (e.g., CNN featuring regular segments in
which it focuses its network cameras upon a computer screen displaying the CNN
website), we are only more prone to appreciate “low media” forms of star
discourse—reports from fans on discussion boards, photos taken on cell phones—
as valid components of the celebrity image (n.p.).
As an accepted information source, even the most mundane-seeming tweets from a
Verified public figure user become real time unfiltered information about the person.
Erving Goffman‟s (1959) principles outlined in The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life
certainly apply to any individual‟s behavior on Twitter, as one‟s account and tweets are a
facet, if not a large part, of a person‟s online presence, which is an extension of the
individual‟s actual, real life persona. Even Goffman‟s (1959) opening sentence in
particular applies to the civilian Twitter user‟s interest in the account or online presence
of a public figure: “when an individual enters the presence of others, they commonly seek
to acquire information about him or to bring into play information about him already
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possessed.” Goffman continues: “sometimes the individual will act in a thoroughly
calculating manner, expressing himself in a given way solely in order to give the kind of
impression to others that is likely to evoke from them a specific response he is concerned
to obtain” (p. 6). Certainly this is the case with Kanye West, who begins using Twitter
to reconstruct his public image on his own terms leading up to the release of his album.
If one considers Twitter a self-controlled public relations tool, Goffman‟s ideas show
how the users who consume it can perceive the public figure‟s intent via a tweet:
There is one aspect of the others‟ response that bears special comment here.
Knowing that the individual is likely to present himself in a light that is favorable
to him, the others may divide what they witness into two parts; a part that is
relatively easy for the individual to manipulate at will, being chiefly his verbal
assertions, and a part in regard to which he seems to have little concern or control,
being chiefly derived from the expressions he gives off (p. 7).
Via Twitter, users present themselves in words 140 characters at a time, or through a
shortened link to an external site, or to one that links the user‟s Twitter account
information that hosts what are usually personal photos or videos. These tweets‟ content
are verbal assertions, but along with that of their posted links, photos, videos, and the
user‟s following, retweeting, mentioning, and replying activity become the expressive
behavior they “give off” to their audience, or followers. Their audience is free to
interpret these expressions and behavior; though the user might intend to convey a certain
message with a tweet, other factors, such as placement in the timeline, who follows or
mentions them, or even what is happening with the user in real life (which may or may
not be addressed on Twitter) can contribute to what they actually “give off” to their
audience. These are important issues to consider for public figures, like West, who are
curating a digital persona.
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West‟s initial tweets serve as a kind of debut into Twitter society and set the tone
for his the public persona. Before his adoption of Twitter, he was notorious for his
stream of consciousness-style caps lock rants on his Kanye Universecity blog. He has
never been a stranger to controversial public outbursts: on a live televised event for
Hurricane Katrina relief efforts in 2005, he gained a great deal of media attention and
criticism for saying “George Bush doesn‟t care about black people.” Though already
famous at that point in his career, this outburst moment introduced him to a wider public
audience with surely mixed initial opinions of him. West has had many different kinds of
roles in the public: as an artist, as a celebrity, and as a provocateur. What distinguishes
his Twitter presence from his blog presence is the more interactive, public nature of
Twitter. Though his blog musings would occasionally gain mainstream media attention,
his blog was part of a site that is not a social network like Twitter. In the previously
quoted entry, West claimed to “only blog 5 percent of what I‟m up to.” On Twitter, West
is able to not only briefly blog what he may be “up to” in real time, but also what he
claims to be thinking. Making his behavior and thoughts available to the public gives off
an expression, and his Twitter timeline of these expressions becomes his curated digital
persona, which the public is free to interpret, as one might interpret a curated art exhibit,
or interpret any text. The authority, voice, and tone of his initial tweets mimic that of his
blog, only in the 140-character, fragmented style that Twitter enables. His account was
marked as a Verified Account from the start, which confirms that the public figure
Tweeter actually is who they claim to be (or the account is managed by a representative
of the public figure with their permission). Though it has never been confirmed that
West is indeed the person who wrote his blog and now his tweets, it has been largely
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accepted by the mainstream media that he is in fact the author; therefore, this analysis
accepts the assumption that it is West sending the tweets under his handle. He
immediately embraces the self-promotional opportunities Twitter enables, quickly
tweeting about his then-forthcoming album:

Screengrab 3
He comments on the title and acknowledges media outlets who have given it press
through attempts at retweeting, though he clearly does not quite grasp the reply function:
it appears that he tries yet fails to use the reply function by using the “@” to mention Nah
Right, Pitchfork, Rap Radar, and Perez Hilton, but he uses incorrect or incomplete
Twitter handles. This suggests, however, that West does have a basic grasp of the
mention and reply functions. His early enthusiasm for mentioning tweeting media outlets
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suggests that he understands and wants to utilize the capabilities and potential of this
interactive feature that Twitter offers.
Celebrity Twitter accounts created new methods for the public to consume gossip
and tabloid-worthy news. Similarly, tweets that are not really newsworthy become
elevated to news as they get picked up by blogs and news outlets and shared with the
public. According to Burns (2009), “Celebrity reporting has become an accepted part of
the news, with the antics of celebrities showing up in venerable mainstream media
outlets, such as the CBS Evening News and the New York Times” (p. 1). Burns continues,
“the rise of celebrity gossip blogs…heralded a transformation whereby the lives of
celebrities are chronicled 24/7 with unabridged fervor and seemingly unabashed concern
for privacy. As a result, publicists have less control over the public persona of their
clients” (p. 1). A medium like Twitter that verifies accounts of celebrity users puts
persona control back in the hands of the celebrity, allowing them to act as their own
publicist. By eliminating the middleman of the paparazzo or commentary of the gossip
blogger, Twitter becomes a primary source..
As an information source, Twitter is an enabling outlet, because “the Internet
erodes the relationship between celebrities and entertainment media that has existed
comfortably since the beginning of celebrity coverage” (Burns, 2009, p. 12). This
blurring of boundaries creates an interest in celebrity coverage that did not previously
exist because the public lacked real time primary access to celebrity culture. Burns
(2009) points out that “through Twitter, fans can get a glimpse of life on the movie set, a
space that was formerly off-limits to the public” (p. 60). The Twitter platform makes the
once private now the public, which makes the context and timing of West‟s adoption of
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the site perhaps more of a surprise than if another public figure in similar standing had
done so when and how he joined. Private lives or what would otherwise be a mundane
moment, occurrence, or comment, is now something able to be widely and instantly
consumed by the public. Private moments or musings are transformed to public moments
in popular culture that can be shared by and with anyone with internet (and mobile
device) access. Twitter‟s blurring of public and private and ease of access demolishes the
limits of the spread of information.
West‟s album was highly anticipated following his relative disappearance from
the public eye. Suddenly, he reappears in a new medium, making his thoughts, behavior,
and actions available to the public via Twitter. He uses it to self-promote and update the
developments of his album in fairly basic, unsophisticated ways as far as tweeting
recording artists are concerned. He does quickly realize, however, that he could
capitalize on his popularity and large following, joking about profiting from mentioning
brands or products, presumably those that are not directly related to his own music:

Screengrab 4
Other Verified users sometimes get compensated for sending tweets that are sponsored by
a company with a product to promote, and these tweets usually indicate that they are a
paid advertisement tweet.
Users can personalize certain elements of Twitter, like the background image,
theme colors, and profile picture, to match their brand or aesthetic of any product they are
promoting. The celebrity tweeter hopes public consumption and sharing of their selfpromotion efforts will lead to the consuming and sharing of their product. Even his
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earliest tweets get retweeted by an indeterminably large number of followers, which
presumably means that this virtual presence gets felt far beyond his earliest followers:

Screengrab 5
West expresses his gratitude to them, since they share his tweets and spread the word of
his online presence, which therefore does some of the work of his promotion. He appears
to understand the far reach the medium has early on in his adoption of the site, and this
marks his discovery of an entirely new, incredibly powerful stage.
Throughout his period of prolific tweeting, West maintains this understanding of
the power Twitter has and uses it in several ways. Though he sees its usefulness as a
public relations tool, he is obviously not disclosing a public image that is totally new. In
order to sell albums and attempt to regain a positive opinion from the public, he must
play to three main groups of people: those who remained fans of his after the VMA
incident, those who began to see him in a negative light at that time, and those who had
yet to form an opinion of him. A major part of West‟s ego and public image is his selfawareness and self-reflection. He knows he must play a humbled, sympathetic role, but
also cannot abandon the unapologetic, grandiose personality that is a primary part of his
appeal and success. It would have even been out of character for West to encounter a
complete lack of controversy leading up to the release of his album, and much
speculation and anticipation existed regarding its title and what would be used for the
cover art image. On October 17th, West tweeted an announcement that the image he had
chosen had been banned in the United States, and then immediately shared a TwitPic of
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the cover image, which is no longer available. Though he claimed his choice, a painting
of his likeness with a nude winged creature on his lap, had been censored and banned, it
is unclear whether or not any retailer actually banned it or if this possibility had merely
been suggested to him by his handlers. No matter the truth, this claim drummed up
controversy and attention for the album. In a follow-up tweet, West provides insight into
his choice for a cover image:

Screengrab 6
This expression of honesty and lack of remorse for his creative choice followed by the
“#kanyeshrug” hashtag is a self-referential moment for West. At the Video Music
Awards a year prior when he interrupted Taylor Swift on stage, the image that resonated
with viewers that quickly became an internet meme soon after the incident is that of a
sunglasses-wearing West shrugging his shoulders wildly and unapologetically while
Swift, stunned into silence upstage, looks on in confusion a few feet away. It is as though
that gesture became the physical punctuation for expressing a bold lack of remorse, and
West translated it into language with the #kanyeshrug hashtag. This was the first time
West appropriated the meme. His followers and presumably the general public
immediately recognized this about the written performed gesture, and it quickly got
shared, repeated, and reapplied to Twitter users‟ own situations that it became a Trending
Topic. For West himself to take to a public forum and refer to and in a way revisit that
divisive moment added to the controversy of the cover image choice, as it reminded
many people of a reason to dislike West. This moment on Twitter, releasing the image
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and self-referencing a dark moment in his career, gave the public not one but two
opportunities to criticize West leading up to his album release. The attention, however,
did give his album momentum and buzz, reinforcing the truism that “there is no such
thing as bad publicity.” The #kanyeshrug moment showcases the power of Twitter as an
unfiltered public relations tool. West was able to portray himself as a provocateur and an
artist in a risky, self-referential way, simultaneously creating controversy but reinforcing
the public image that has made him successful. He accomplishes what is presumably his
goal of generating attention for the album by rousing supporters and critics alike by
releasing an image and expressing an infamous gesture.
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Digital Performance and the Creation of a Celebrity Twitter Culture

When a user signs into Twitter, they see the question “What‟s happening?” just
above the space in which they type their real time thoughts and actions. Verified and
civilian users alike do the same thing when they let their followers know “what‟s
happening” in one hundred forty characters: they provide a virtual, digital surrogate for
their real life behavior or thoughts. Verified accounts, however, create a kind of class
system within the culture that all Twitter users comprise.
Presumably, most tweeting individuals are who they say they are. This is exactly
the function of the blue Verified Account stamp that appears on a profile, only it
simultaneously confirms that a person or organization with a Verified account is of
greater importance or public interest than the average Twitter user. According to
Muntean and Petersen:
…considered within the larger context of contemporary popular culture, celebrity
tweeting has been equated with the assertion of the authentic celebrity voice;
celebrity tweets are regularly cited in newspaper articles and blogs as “official”
statements from the celebrity him/herself. With so many mediated voices
attempting to “speak” the meaning of the star, the Twitter account emerges as the
privileged channel to the star him/herself (2009, n. p.).
In a sense, Verified versus non-verified accounts create a two-class system within Twitter
society. The “Verified Account” stamp, assigned by Twitter administrators, deems the
user to be a person (or sometimes organization) of significant public interest, and which
ascribing a greater degree of importance, or even value, to their account and what they
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say. Usually Verified users have far more followers than the vast majority of civilian
tweeters (Twitaholic 2011). Similarly, the more followers a user has, the more people
will see “what‟s happening” with that user; or, they perform on a stage for a much larger
audience. Assigning higher values to Verified tweets (and lower values to users with
fewer followers and tweets that are far less shared) makes them commodities in what
could be seen as an economy of tweets. A Verified tweet is more likely to be shared or
retweeted by civilian users, therefore increasing its value within Twitter culture.
Though a celebrity‟s account is certainly a virtual extension of an actual person, it
has a life of its own within Twitter culture. Verified users, West included, mill about and
shares the same virtual space as the civilian non-verified user; anyone can follow or be
followed, send a reply to or Retweet a person, engaging with them through this platform
that gives a civilian tweeting individual the possibility that the Verified account might
check the reply and see their attempt at an interaction, and in the rare case, the celebrity
tweeter might actually reply or follow back. In real life, this interaction, or even the
possibility of interaction, is highly unlikely: the Twitter space is digital and can be
anywhere, but in real life a person can only be in one place. If they are a sought-after
public figure, the one space they occupy is likely highly guarded (though exceptions, like
public appearances or outings, certainly exist). Twitter‟s virtual society creates both
limits (media, character limit) and possibilities (celebrities, organizations, and regular
people interacting across the same platform), creating its own culture. In West‟s case, an
example of two Verified celebrity users interacting would be when he and pop star Justin
Bieber tweet at the same time back and forth via mentions, Retweets, and replies:
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Screengrab 7
They flatter and promote each other, which markets one to the other‟s followers, while
West reflects on the phenomenon Twitter creates between two users. In the case of
Twitter‟s Verified users, especially when users are a part of the same industry, it is not
unlikely that they would have a similar interaction in real life. West would be less likely
to interact with a non-verified account in a similar manner. He does, however, Retweet
users who reply to him with his own lyrics:
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Screengrab 8
In this way, West performs other users performing Kanye West the recording artist. He
also performs Kanye West the celebrity. Within this society‟s culture, West, like other
users with Verified accounts, performs a digital version of their real life personas. Chris
Richardson (2011) alludes to West‟s larger than life identity that is present both in his art
and as a public figure:
Identification is an important factor in much of West‟s world. In a Rolling Stone
profile, Toure draws attention to a larger-than-life poster of himself that West
hangs on a wall in his loft. The journalist interprets this decoration as evidence of
“a certain arrogance” (52) and it would be difficult to refute this claim
considering West‟s braggadocio musical persona (p. 101).
This arrogant persona is not just part of Kanye West: the person; it is just as much part of
Kanye West: the artist, Kanye West: the Twitter account, and Kanye West: the
commodity. After he tests the Twitter waters as a promotional tool in his earliest tweets,
he shifts gears:
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Screengrab 9
To claim to wear high-end designer clothing as activewear is one of many examples West
gives of playing up his larger-than-life public persona. This type of tweet gains a
countless number of Retweets, meaning it is shared with an audience even wider than
West‟s own followers.
Within Twitter culture, a user like West tweeting such a non sequitur carries a
different weight than a civilian user saying the same thing. A non-famous Twitter user
saying the same thing would get consumed and shared by far fewer users. In this sense,
West‟s tweets, no matter the content, have a higher value as a commodity. Because the
nature and content of West‟s tweets vary so greatly and begin at a time in which the
public places increased scrutiny and curiosity on his life and attempts at image
preparation, their value transcends merely “what‟s happening?;” in Twitter culture, the
medium is his stage, and West‟s “what‟s happening” becomes spectacle. According to
DeBord (1967/2010): “In societies where modern conditions of production prevail, all of
life presents itself as an immense accumulation of spectacles. Everything that was
directly lived has moved away into a representation” (paragraph 1). If one substitutes
tweets for images, DeBord‟s take applies further: “The spectacle is not a collection of
images, but a social relation among people, mediated by images” (paragraph 4). West
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performs his wealth, success, lifestyle, and grandiose public persona through many other
tweets. Twitter has the power to be a performative medium, meaning that tweeting
something is not just saying something in 140 characters. Goffman (1959) “assume(s)
that when an individual appears before others he will have many motives for trying to
control the impression they receive of the situation.” As it is such a public platform that
turns the speaker (or tweeter) into a commodity, the Verified user, like West, has an
awareness of his audience and their ability to share his words, images, and ideas that have
a high value within Twitter culture. Burns even refers to an actor‟s firsthand
understanding of Twitter as performance. Actor Greg Grunberg from TV show Heroes
“compared using Twitter to performing on stage: „It‟s the same feeling I would get if we
performed in a 99-seat theater. We may have 10 million people watching an episode, but
I can‟t really feel that. I can feel the immediacy of the reaction on Twitter‟” (2009, p.
60). Grunberg, like West, does more than speak; he conveys his tastes and lifestyle while
providing public real time insight into his persona that he rebuilds, or curates, with every
tweet.
West discloses this style of tweet this not just at the outset of his adoption of
Twitter, but consistently throughout his days of prolific tweeting through mid-March of
2011. He occasionally includes photos that accompany whatever material thing about
which he tweets. Here is a sampling of his “show-and-tell” style tweets, in chronological
order:

Screengrab 10
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Screengrab 11

Screengrab 12

Screengrab 13

Screengrab 14
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Screengrab 15
West so often tweets about high-end material things that this becomes a part of his digital
persona, serving not just as a manifestation of his wealth and success, but also as props he
uses in his performance of self on Twitter. His mention of expensive clothes, jewelry,
art, and different genres of music demonstrates his tastes that his grandiose lifestyle has
afforded him. His followers see this, the vast majority of whom do not share his fame
and likely his access to luxury items, West‟s show-and-tell reinforces the divide between
Verified and non-verified user: the celebrity performs to their audience of many nonfamous followers, though the medium creates a possibility for virtual interaction. West‟s
enthusiastic display appreciation of luxury items will resurface in the form of parody by
other Twitter users and entertainers.
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Tweeting a Soliloquy: When 140 Characters is Not Enough for West

Even before West started tweeting, his blog rants—usually written in caps lock—
would make news on gossip websites. Several rants can be found throughout his
collection of tweets, some long, some brief, and all are of varying degrees of gravity in
subject matter. Here is a shorter example of a minor reflection on an elevator incident:

Screengrab 16
His most notable Twitter rant is more serious in nature. A year later, West reflects at
length on and apologizes for the VMA incident involving Taylor Swift‟s award. At the
beginning of this seemingly cathartic 72-tweet stream-of-consciousness reflection on the
backlash he felt, he explains the advantages Twitter has for getting his own voice heard
without the mediation and manipulation of the mainstream press:
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Screengrab 17
According to Muntean and Petersen, “disclosure, e.g. Tweeting, emerges as a possible
corrective to the endlessly associative logic of the paparazzi‟s conspiratorial mindset. In
other words, through Twitter, the celebrity seeks to arrest meaning—fixing it in place
around their own seemingly coherent narrativisation” (2009, n. p.). Throughout these 72
tweets, West explains his actions and apologizes for them to both the public and to Taylor
Swift (Appendix A). He also launches into an extensive self-reflection. The importance
of this rant, however, is that he was able to have a platform to say whatever he wanted
without a publicist or interviewer twisting his words as he claims. In the rant, he both
defends himself and admits to being in the wrong, so he manages to perpetuate his ego
while also giving the cathartic rant a humbling element. This rant showcases Twitter as
both a promotional tool and a very public stage with intricacies and features that allow
West to perform the public persona that made him famous and rebuild his image in front
of those who criticized him for his actions. To tweet successively on the same idea is to
defeat the 140-character limit. Followers will see the tweets from the same user in their
timeline, the appearance of which suggests that that user has something to say that is
more important and complicated than the space of one tweet will allow. In the case of the
Verified user, depending on what takes place in real life, this may likely transcend
Twitter‟s realm and become mainstream news.
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West Performed by Others: Parodying the Digital Presence
As is true of any performance, West‟s digital performance of his lifestyle, tastes,
and personality becomes fodder for parody, within and beyond Twitter. The day after his
initial tweet, West‟s Twitter account gained attention by being retweeted and commented
upon by Twitter users Verified and civilian alike. Users quickly saw that interacting with
and sharing West‟s tweets added value to their own Twitter commodity, since to reply,
Retweet, or mention West is to associate with his new digital persona. Beyond this
commentary and sharing, actor and comedian Aziz Ansari, a Verified account holder
known for his humorous tweets as well as his acting and stand-up comedy, began
mimicking West‟s tweets with the hashtag #PredictingKanyeTweets, anticipating the
kinds of brief performative lines West might disclose. Here is a sampling of Ansari‟s
tweets that “predict” the moments like those in West‟s seemingly grandiose everyday
life:

Screengrab 18

Screengrab 19
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West demonstrates his self-awareness by retweeting the jokes and the implied ability to
laugh at his own character. He even expresses surprise and flattery that the
#PredictingKanyeTweets hashtag has become such an entertaining challenge for not just
Ansari but also so many other Twitter users that it becomes a Trending Topic:

Screengrab 20

As this is just the second day West has used Twitter, this shows his fascination with the
site‟s novelty and power. Parody, a form of playful imitation, can also be form of
flattery, so this also satisfies his ego that is so central to the public image he performs.
Ansari revisits the hashtag not just a few days later, but even two months later, as it gains
wanted attention not just for west but also for Ansari, who was one of the first public
figures to successfully capitalize off of West‟s newfound Twitter fame as long as users
are entertained by his unique voice and musings. West‟s amusement at Ansari‟s imitation
turns contemplative on his third day of tweeting:

Screengrab 21
He even acknowledges that he sounds similar in his own tweets, and though he has a
sense of humor and self-awareness, perhaps it is not as strong as he thought if such a
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simulation is so achievable. The combination of West‟s voice and lifestyle turns a
mundane event into an amusing moment up for public consumption. This simultaneously
humanizes Kanye West the person while separating him from the average Twitter user,
who one would likely guess does not try on 11 YSL suits or search for Persian rugs with
cherub imagery very often. Ultimately, West plays along with any humorous imitations
that bring him attention and sees that this style of tweet particularly entertains the public.
After a gap in this style of tweet soon after the release of his album when he had a busy
promotional schedule, he goes on a mini-rant of what he refers to as “luxury tweets” or
“#LOUIETWEETS,” a misspelled reference to the luxury brand Louis Vuitton:

Screengrab 22
Indeed the public must have “missed these luxury tweets,” because the novelty of West‟s
unique presentation of digital self still had not worn off roughly five months after he
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joined Twitter. In fact, they have an appeal and entertainment value that translates to
media beyond Twitter itself.
On the night of January 3rd, 2011, singer Josh Groban appeared on the Jimmy
Kimmel Live late night talk show in a segment that was introduced as a satirical
promotional infomercial for his upcoming fake album entitled “Josh Groban‟s „The Best
Tweets of Kanye West.‟” The infomercial is set on a small stage with gauzy white
curtains and a grand piano, where Groban sings West‟s tweets as lyrics over dramatic
piano music that contrasts sharply with the style of West‟s music. He sings the following
tweets:

Screengrab 23
This initial tweet is visually blurred and audibly censored so loudly that it sounds even
more absurd against the dramatic, melodic style of song. It alludes to a lyric from West‟s
song entitled “Runaway.” The strong language, use of caps lock, and idea of raising a
glass to people with questionable behavior and actions reflects West‟s unapologetic
public character. Groban continues:

Screengrab 24
Between these tweets, Groban says “at most, his tweets are 140 characters, but the depth
of his passion is immeasurable.” He cushions this statement with tweets about material
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things, suggesting that West‟s passion actually lies in his superficiality and the emphasis
he seems to place on possessions.

Screengrab 25

Screengrab 26

Screengrab 27

Screengrab 28

Screengrab 29
Here, the voiceover says the album “includes 752 songs on 48 CDs,” which pokes fun at
the frequency with which West tweets in such a performative, idiosyncratic matter and
his own unique voice.

Screengrab 30
He concludes with one of West‟s earliest tweets, “I love me,” which reinforces the
significance of West‟s ego for his public image. The segment pieces together just a small
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selection of his tweets in a way, with humor though without malice, that curates West‟s
digital persona to be a bit more ridiculous and vapid than it actually is. Nonetheless, he
Retweets a person who links to the video, as they are his own words, the video is
entertaining and well-received by the public, and it gives West more attention. While this
satiric performance adds to the element of spectacle West‟s tweets possess, it also shows
how the Twitter medium is important for creating the user‟s context. Twitter is a
timeline, and to remove and reorganize tweets without additional commentary and is to
manipulate the context and chronology. In a sense, this mutes the performative voice, the
digital life, which West had curated through Twitter.
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Conclusion
Kanye West‟s Twitter account exemplifies the social networking site‟s
performative capabilities. While removing and reorganizing a user‟s tweets does
manipulate them, as this argument has done, it has manipulated them in a way to
demonstrate how West‟s account in particular exemplifies that tweeting something does
something. The context and circumstances of his adoption of Twitter illustrates how it
can be an author-controlled public relations tool, especially for a user who is a public
figure. The platform to perform the self that Twitter provides, combined with the
Twitter-assigned divide between public figures and civilian users, creates a celebrity
culture within the site that sets up a dynamic of famous performers and a spectator
audience of non-famous followers. Though an individual tweet is limited to 140
characters, the number of tweets allowed has no limit, allowing a longer thought, or in
West‟s case, a rant, to fill a follower‟s timeline in quick succession. Finally, combining
the public‟s interest in real time glimpses into a celebrity‟s private life with the economic
exchange and spectacular aspects of Twitter creates the opportunity for imitation and
parody. Imitation can be done out of flattery or criticism, but regarding tweets, it
illustrates just how powerful the medium is in creating an audience for an unfiltered
voice. In a tweet, West commands his followers to “curate your life.” His account
exemplifies how tweets take on something much greater than a 140-character musing; to
tweet something is to do something much more, as it is consumed, shared, and interpreted
by his followers and the public.
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Notes
1

West did not tweet at all between March 15, 2011 and July 4, 2011, and only one tweet

appeared on July 4th that was marketing related and seemingly not in West‟s personal
voice.

2

According to the Twitter Glossary page at the Twitter Help Center, “A subject

algorithmically determined to be one of the most popular on Twitter at the moment.”
(The Twitter Glossary, 2011)

3

According to the What Are Hashtags (“#” Symbols)? page at the Twitter Help Center,

“The # symbol, called a hashtag, is used to mark keywords or topics in a Tweet. It was
created organically by Twitter users as a way to categorize messages.” (What are
Hashtags, 2011)
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Appendix A: Taylor Swift Incident Rant

All Tweets taken from http//twitter.com/kanyewest; this rant took place on September 4,
2010, and is presented in chronological order with the oldest rant listed first.
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